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WELCOME TO  
CRN FIGHT NIGHT 2022
Tonight, 16 brave fighters will go toe-to-toe in 
eight bouts of boxing to raise money for their 
chosen charities.

Each channel contestant has been through  
12 weeks of gruelling training, followed a strict 
diet and cut out alcohol to get themselves in 
fighting shape for the big night.

Please show your support and cheer on your 
friends and colleagues as they put it all on the 
line tonight for our entertainment.

Josh Budd
Editor
CRN
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18.00  Drinks Reception

19.00  Welcome Speech

19.15  Dinner and Boxing Matches

23.00 Official After Party

01.00 Carriages

TIMINGS

DON’T FORGET OUR 
INFAMOUS AFTER 
PARTY AT BEDUIN BAR
BEDUIN BAR, CHARTERHOUSE STREET
SMITHFIELDS, LONDON, EC1M 6HA

Join the action by tweeting #CRNfightnight. 
We will have a live twitter feed running 
throughout the night, so show your support.
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MEET THE FIGHTERS

Historically the Ladies bouts on CRN Fight night have been amongst the most exciting and 
frankly, most brutal, the show has produced…And I’m expecting Carter v Alexander to sit right up 
there with the best of them. Both ladies will probe for openings early, but it won’t be long before 
they discard their boxing and go headlong into a war. And this clash of styles means a high 
paced, in fighting drama show is in store. 

Expect the referee to have to take a firm hand with both ladies as the hooks and uppercuts fly, 
every one thrown with mean intentions. Who wins when the dust has cleared from this one??...
Frankly I’ll be surprised if the referee is still stand at the end of three sizzling rounds!

BOUT #1 CARTER V ALEXANDER

It’s the classic Boxer meets Fighter match up. Expect Fitzgerald’s crashing, bashing style to be met by 
Cowman’s sharp jab and rapier rights. Fitzgerald has made no secret of his intentions, promising all 
out war with a head and body attack designed to gain him victory before the final bell. But could that 
play beautifully into Cowman’s strengths, as he looks to pepper his opponent and stab at the wild bull 
in front of him. 

It might well be that both boys are locked into a war of attrition, the seconds turn to minutes and for 
both boys the final bell seems a long way away. For our viewing pleasure though, this little gem of a 
bout is over far too quickly.

BOUT #2 COWMAN V FITZGERALD  

Burf’s overseen the training of all the CRN fightnight 
contenders. Burf pulls no punches, and here are his 
predictions for your upcoming bouts this evening!
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MEET THE FIGHTERS

What a cracking little match up this is. Both lads have done the clever thing over the 
twelve weeks of training…They focused hard on their boxing skills and getting their 
basics down tight. Walker calls himself ‘The Jedi’ and for sure, the Force may well be 
with him tonight, especially if this turns into a pure boxing match. 
However the thicker set Hughes must realise that this bout works out better for him if, 
at some point, he can take it to the ‘dark side’. Both boys are smart, both boys can box, 
it might simply come down to which lad can establish the jab. But there’s something in 
my Yoda mind visualising the future and telling me there might be a few surprises too!

BOUT #4 HUGHES V WALKER  

Very excited about this match up. These boys aren’t kids anymore, but they are both in superb 
shape. Expect O’Sullivan to try to take advantage of a slight height and reach advantage early. 
And that may well pay dividends as Mercer looks to pressure with his own high volume attacks. 
However, one wonders how long O’Sullivan can realistically keep from getting drawn into the 
trench war Mercer will be wanting it to be. 
This fight will be won by the man who can get into his rhythm quickest for sure, but they will still 
have some very hairy moments to negotiate, even if they’re winning. And just as quick, this bout 
could turn on a dime. It’s a ‘pick em’ fight. It’s a marvellous match up. Great stuff!

BOUT #5 O’SULLIVAN V MERCER  

Whoa, the evening just went Nuclear. Robinson v Balson, get under your table everyone 
because Big Bombs will be dropping in this one. Balson, although the smaller of the two 
men, is stacked with power, speed and a fiery unpredictability …Think Mike Tyson holding 
an illegal Chinese firework at a Zippo convention…Something explosive is going to 
happen when Balson is in town. 

And in Robinson you have the machine. A man of Ivan Drago stature and a jab that could 
knock down a brick wall. If either of these two lads can land more than three shots without 
answer, the fight must be over, that’s how powerful these boys are. They are Big Lads, This 
is a Big Fight…And a real treat…Enjoy!

BOUT #3 ROBINSON V BALSON  
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Two very focused, very intense lads here. You can feel the tension…..they want to win so badly. 
I’m expecting a great bout. Buck knows he has to get close to be effective, such is the height and 
reach advantage of Leonard. And Leonard can bang too with both his mid range right hand and  
left hook. 
Buck is under no delusions, he’ll realise his only option is to bite down hard and step into the 
threshing machine that Leonards blurring fists will create. Don’t be surprised to see Buck, with a 
high guard, accepting that challenge gleefully, almost maniacally.  And ultimately, whoever wins 
this, it will undoubtably be a crazy shoot out!

BOUT #6 LEONARD V BUCK  

Kingsbury has ‘done a bit’ and can Box, no doubt. But this didn’t phase Mariconda, a very good 
athlete himself, who feels that over the three rounds technical and physical ability will take him to 
the win. Ultimately maricondas options are narrow. He has to push hard, he has to take risk and he 
has to draw Kingsbury, quickly, into a fight rather than a boxing match. 
If Kingsbury can move and eat up time with an educated jab, then Mariconda might be in for a 
tough night. Irrespective though, Mariconda has shown a lot of heart and desire to take the bout 
with Kingsbury and I expect both boys to do well.

BOUT #7 MARICONDA V KINGSBURY  

Both Lads have extensive martial arts experience. The new code of Boxing is something they have 
both enjoyed crossing over to. Percy, replete with tattoo’s, immediately looks like the sort of lad 
you wouldn’t want to get on the wrong side of. However, in truth he is a very calm and composed 
fighter, analytical in nature, and experienced enough to grasp the opportunities he’ll create in  
this bout. 
Oxtoby works well off of his jab and back foot. I can see this being a tricky fight, lot’s of feinting 
and countering, with the decision based very much on what the ref likes on the night. A good, 
technical bout between two good men.

BOUT #8 PERCY V OXTOBY  
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CHARITY AUCTION

PLEASE DONATE GENEROUSLY THIS EVENING!

THE FIGHTERS CHARITIES
SUPPORT

All donations BIG or small will go towards making a difference to our fighters chosen charities.
All the money raised tonight will be split between the 16 fighters chosen charities.

So please give as much as you can!
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LIVE VOTING

Tonight we will be running a live  
poll after each fight.

Vote now using the QR codes  
on your table

Sponsored by:
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SPONSORS
FIGHT DECIDER SPONSORS  
AMD and HP

AMD
Since our founding in 1968, AMD has driven innovation in high-
performance computing, graphic and visualisation technologies  
– the building blocks for gaming, immersive platforms and the 
datacentre. Hundreds of millions of consumers, leading Fortune 500 
businesses and cutting edge scientific research facilities rely on  
AMD technology daily to improve how the live, work and play.  
AMD employees around the world are focused on building great 
products that push the boundaries of what is possible.

HP Inc.
HP Inc. is a technology company that believes one thoughtful idea has 
the power to change the world. Its product and service portfolio  
of personal systems, printers, and 3D printing solutions helps bring 
these ideas to life. Visit http://www.hp.com

BOUT SPONSOR  
Cameo

Cameo is a privately owned, genuine white-label channel-only IT 
partner, that has been delivering technology support since 1989.

 This year we celebrate our 30th year of dedicated service, innovation 
and growth. Quality of service and the highest level of execution are at 
the core of all that we do, with every aspect of the offer managed in-
house, providing us with the ability to guarantee quality to our partners, 
giving them the confidence and support needed to grow  
their businesses.
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MENU SPONSORS  
Convergent Technologies and 8x8

Convergent Technologies 

Convergent Technology is a rapidly growing Value Added reseller to 
both the corporate and public sector. Our focussed and sustainable 
growth plan has enabled us to become a truly credible alternative to 
the industry “big players”.

Our purpose is to disrupt the traditional reseller model – where our 
competition typically fails to deliver – by providing infrastructure 
solutions with an innovative and technology driven focus, and a 
customer first approach.

Convergent Technology’s Navigator division provides Industry leading 
Market research & analytics, guiding customers through Cloud 
transformation projects including UCAAS, SD Wan, Connectivity, 
Security, Public Cloud & Global Data Centre services.

A key partner we work with is 8x8, who help businesses of all sizes 
empower employees & customers with a unified platform for contact 
center, business phone, video, and chat.
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SPONSORS
BRANDING SPONSORS  
EPOS and ThreatLocker®

EPOS

EPOS has been established upon the former successful joint 
venture between audio specialist Sennheiser and the world-leading 
hearing technology group Demant. Now fully owned by the Demant 
Group and with headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark, EPOS 
builds on more than 115 years’ audio expertise and operates in a 
global market with offices and partners in more than 60 countries. 
Alongside own-branded premium audio and video solutions, EPOS 
sells co-branded EPOS I SENNHEISER products under a trade license 
agreement with Sennheiser.

Threatscape 

We are a pure play IT security company, which allows us to focus 
solely on protecting your business from cyber threats. We have offices 
in Dublin and London and are the trusted security partner of enterprise 
clients with critical IT assets in over 100 countries around the world. 

While Threatscape has been in business since 2010, our management 
team collectively brings over 100 years of cyber security expertise to 
the table.



Kevin “Supersonic” 
Percy, 

Bitdefender

Ben “Nimble Feet” 
Oxtoby, 
Softcat

Fight
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V

Niall “the A-Niall-ator” 
Cowman,  

Ring Central

Tommy “The Hitman” 
Fitzgerald,  

Softcat

Fight

2

V

Rob “Bobby Knuckles” 
Mariconda,  

Softcat

Billy Joe “Gypsy” 
Kingsbury , 
Convergent  

Technology Ltd

Fight

7

V

Sam “Sugar”  
Leonard, 

Independant

Kurtis “The Giantslayer” 
Buck, 

Varonis

Fight

6

V

Holly “Hurricane” 
Alexander, 

Independant

Zoe “Light’s Out”  
Carter , 

Kite Distribution

Fight

1

V

Stuart “The Hitman” 
Robinson,  

Cloud Bridge

Billy “The Bee” Balson, 
Trustmarque

Fight

3

V

James “the Tipsy King” 
Hughes, 

Park Place Technologies

Luke “The Jedi”  
Walker, 
Cameo

Fight

4

V

Paul “Ruffneck” 
O’Sullivan,  
Threatscape

Tim “No Mercy”  
Mercer, 

Vapour Cloud

Fight

5

V


